
‘Beginning, Middle, End’  SCBWI Illustration Competition
Open to all!

Beginnings, middles and endings are crucial to all types of stories, in print and moving image. Our 
interest is specifically for stories for the children’s market.
The competition will be judged by a panel of three industry professionals at the annual SCBWI 
Conference. To enter, you will need to submit three scenes showing the beginning, middle and 
end of a story of your choice, at any age level.

•  an opening or introductory scene with your character(s), 
•  a scene with your character(s) in the thick of the story or at its climax, 
•  and a resolution or a final scene with your character(s).

The competition is open:
•  to illustration students, pre-published and published illustrators and author-illustrators,
•  in all formats of children’s book (e.g. board or picture book, chapter book, or graphic 
   novel), and aimed at any age of child from toddler to teen.

The story you choose to illustrate:
•  may be from the public domain (i.e. a folk tale) or from a story you are working on,
•  must show the main character in all three submissions for consistency,
•  and, the work you submit must be unpublished.

To submit:
Print your illustrations to fit three A3 sheets in portrait or landscape format (no originals please!)
No more than three illustrations consisting of: 

two developed roughs and at least one finished piece of artwork, colour or black and white.
On the back of each illustration write:

•  name, email, mobile number and address.
•  title of the story and illustration number (1, 2 or 3)

On an A5 paper to go with showing your work at the conference: 
 title and intended format of the book (e.g. board book, picture or chapter book or graphic 
novel) and a 50-word summary of the story.

Deadline 
Posted entries must arrive no later than Thursday  9/11/18 to:
Anne-Marie Perks
Beginning, Middle, End
76 White Hill, Chesham, Buckinghamshire HP5 1AH
We regret that submissions sent by post cannot be returned.
Attending the SCBWI Annual Conference? Bring your work in an envelope to the Portfolio 
Display designated room on Saturday morning, 17/11/2018 before the Keynote address. 
Your work will be judged by a team of industry professionals, publishers and agents at the Annual 
SCBWI Conference in Winchester, 17-18 November 2018.
Reminder  - you do not have to attend the Winchester conference to participate!
The Main Prize! 
The winner will receive a one to one appointment with art director Paula Burgess, and 
commissioning editor, Emily Lamm from Hachette Children’s Publishing. 
Appointment will be arranged after introductions for a time of their convenience.


